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On 10 February 1999, your investigator had the occasion to respond to the Office of the Chief Medical
Examiner in reference to Homicide Case # H99030. While at the Medical Examiner's Office a visual
examination was conducted of the victim's body and clothing. Detective Gordon Carew recovered the
victim's clothing and respectfully submitted same into the Evidence Control Section under property #
99004666. The articles of clothing are as follows:
#1.
#2.
#3.
#4.
#5.

one white jacket
one black skirt
one gray shirt
one pair of women's panties
one woman's brassiere
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#6. one pair of women's stockings
Also recovered by Detective Gordon Carew was the victim's jewelry. These items were recovered and
submitted into evidence with the Evidence Control Section under property # 99004669. These items are
as follows:
#1. silver metal necklace
#2. yellow metal necklace
#3. school ring
#4. silver interlocking ring with a clear stone
Doctor Korrel, Deputy Chief Medical Examiner along with Doctor Aquino, Assistant Medical Examiner
performed the examination on the victim who is described as a Asian female approximately 18 years of
age.
At the conclusion of this examination, the physicians discovered that the victim had been manually
strangulated and ruled the manner of death a Homicide.
Several items were recovered and submitted into evidence with the Evidence Control Section along with
laboratory requests for examination:
#1. one vial of the victim's blood
#2. fingernail clippings from the right and left hand
#3. swabs taken from the victim's vagina, rectum and mouth
#4. hair removed from the head and pubic areas

Investigation to continue.

Respectfully,

em - Homicide

-------------------------------------------Approving Supervisor
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